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CALCULATION METHOD FOR SETTLEMENT OF HORIZONTALLY REINFORCED SUBSOll 

LA METHODE DE CALCUL DES TASSEMENTS SUR SOL RENFORCE HORIZONTALEMENT 

METHODE DER SETZUNGSBERECHNUNG FÜR WAAGRECHT BEWEHRTE ERDE 

Reinforced subsoil can be modelIed as a multi
layered soil-system in which reinforced layers 
having adefinite thickness of soil eurrounding 
them have to be separated !rom those having no 
rein!orcement. In the calculation the soil with 
and without the reinforcement i6 considered as 
a material having a linear elastic stress-strain 
behaviour. Elastic parameters /i.e. modulus o! 
elasticity and Poisson-ratio/ is measured by 
triaxial tests in which height of the sampIe 
is equal to the thickness o! the reinforced 
layer considered in the calculation of the 
settlement. The initial state of stress is mo
delled by the confining pressure. Calculation 
was performed in the case of non-reinforced as 
weIl as reinforced soil. The calculated results 
were compared to those which were measured in 
aseries of model foundation tests. The results 
correlated closely to the meaeured ones. 

Soils rein!orced with horizontal sheets can be 
considered ae two or multi-layered systems in 
which the reinforcement together with the nar
rolV band of soll in direct contact with it con
stitutes one layer and the non-reinforced soil 
the other. /The idee. of reinforced soil layer 
or medium will be defined later./ When settle
ments are calculated using the theory of elas
ticity, the soil is assumed to be homogeneouB 
and isotropie whose -behaviour can be chars.cte
rized with the aid of two parameters: the mo
dulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio. 

Reinforced soils are anisotropie because the 
modulus of elasticity is higher in the horizon
tal direction than in the vertical one. Instead 
of searching, however, for the elastic proper
ti es in the horizontal direction the vertical 
modulus o! elasticity will be increased ae a 
result of laboratory triaxial compression test. 
This approximation i6 within the accuracy of 
the assumption that the Boi 1 is a non-linear 
and non-elastic material. 

In der Studie versuchen wir die Setzungsberech
nung auf Grund der Analogie zu einem mehr schi ch
tigen BOdensystem durChzuführen . Aus den verein
fachenden Ansätzen sind jenen fQr dem linear 
elastischem Spannung - Verformung Zusammen-
hang des Bodens und der bewehrt en Erde zu er
wähnen. Die physikalische Parameter der bewehr
ten Erde können äbnl i ch wi e j ene der unbewehr
t en Erde mit der Hilte von triaxialen Druckver
suchen bestimmt werden. Mit Annahme des Seiten
drucks wurde der Anfangs-Spannungszustand model
liert, die Messungen wurden dem Elastizitätsmo
dul bei der Anfangstangente und der Poi8sonzahl 
entsprechend ausgewertet. Die Setzungsberech
nung wurde für dem bewehrten und dem unbewehr
ten Boden durchgeführt, die Ergebnisse der Be
rechnungen wurden miteinander bzw. mit den Er
gebnissen. Einige unter den berechneten Ergeb
nissen stimmen sehr gut mit den Versuchsergeb
nissen überein. 

Settlement calculations can be made more accu
rate by taking into account the soil modulus 
of elasticity Ez increasing with depth. The 
triaxial compreseion test, interpreted in ac
cordance with Balla's method (1) 1s suitable 
to produce a relationship between the modulus 
o! elasticity and depth. By choosing appropri
ate values of the all-round pressure, the Ez 
value of both reinforced and non-reinforced 
80ils can be evaluated. 

Strains below an infinitely long strip footing 
along ite axis of simmetry can be expressed by 

11/ 

' where G?z is the vertical principal stress 
end G x and Gy are horizontal principal 
stresses, Ez i8 the modulue of elasticity in 
the vertical direction. The settlement then is 
equal to 

s ez dz /2/ 
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An analitical solution of Eq.2. is practically 
impossible because Ez is "discontinuous at the 
bounderies between the reinforced and non-re in
forced soil layers. 

Graphical integration, however, is possible by 
dividing the stress distribution diagram into 
horizontal slices and by the summation of the 
areas of the slices <g) /Fig.l./. 
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soil can be determined by triaxial compression 
tests. In this care the higher Ez value ie va~ 
lid for a layer whoee thickness is the same ae 
the height /H/ of the sampIe. 

This method then consists of an application of 
the theory of compreeeion of multi-layered sys
tems where each reinforced soil layer /of thick
nese H/ is considered as aseparate layer. 

+ _ B ____ .f- Mod. of elasticity Mod. of elasticity 
of reil},to rced soil of nonr~nforced soil 

z z 

- -Vertical stesses 
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strip footing 
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The beneficial cffect of soil reinforcement o~ the settlemeRt of soils 

The limit depth ~d principal stresses can be 
determined by the approach ueed in homogeneous 
soils and Ez is assumed to increase linearly 
with depth /see Fig. l/c./. On the other hand, 
the Ez values are higher for reinforced soils 
and quantitat1vely depend on the epacing /see 
Fig. l/e./ of the reinforcement and its depth 
below ground surface. 

The boundaries between horizontal elements 
/slices/ are chosen depending on the position 
of the earth reinforcement and the strain of 
an element is calculated by u~ing Eq.l. The 
resulte are then meaeured along the vertical 
axis. The elastic modulus of the reinforced 
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This approximation is simple but within accep
table limits. It has all short comings inherent 
in those settlement calculations which are ba
sed on the assumed elastic behaviour of soils. 
rt is wellknown that soils are neither perfect
ly elastic nor perfectly plastic. Also in a 
triaxial compression test, thc state of stress 
18 different from that in the real soil where 
usually plane strain conditions prevail. Furt
her, in the calculations perfect interaction is 
assumed between the soil and reinforcement in 
spite of the fact that this is rarely the case. 
Finally it muet be emphasized that more inaccu
racies come from neglecting the eftect of soil 
reinforcement on the stress distribution below 
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the footing. 

Notwithatanding the above, thia method may be 
more aeeurate beeauße the propertieß of the 
reinforeed earth maßs are not derived separa
telly from the properties of the soi1 and rein
foreement but are obtained from aetua1 measure
menta on eompoßite samp1es. 

I. Results of the Triaxial Compression Teßtß 

MeaBurements were made in the Hungarian InBti
tute for Bui1ding Seienees in 1983. During 
eompression of the 1arge sampIes IR = 17 em, 
dia = 10,2 eml both the axial and radial 
straine were measured. Into the midd1e of the 
reinforeed eamples a NETLON geogrid diBe IType 
Nr. H-l11 was p1aeed. The diameter of the grid 
was equa1 to that of -the sample. Six unrein
foreed and six reinforeed samples were loaded 
triaxially. Tbe eontining pressures IG 3 = 
:: ~ 2/ ranged trom 10 t o 100 kPa . The relation~ 
ship between axial stress, axial strain I G l' 
C;ll and radial strain IC:21 is illustrated 
on Fig. 2. On the basis of the streee-strain 

c: 
°iii 
'

.0-
ll) 

b.lReinforced by Netlon disc 

.---~r-~~-----' 400 r---~r-~~----~ 

G, 
kPa 

r--+~~----r---~ 300 +--+-+ir----~---~ 

o 
Fig. 2. Triaxial eompreseion tests on rein

foreed and nonreinforeed samplee 
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eurves the initial moduli were determined and 

the ratios G 3/Cl' C;;l - 63/Cl' Poisson'l!J ratio 
and the elastie moduluß were eßtimated ueing 
Balla's formulae and are plotted as a function 
of all-round pressures IFig. 3./. The regression 
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Confining pressures 
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I D~ptli e'qurval~nf to t~e 'corifin lng I pressure i I . ; 

Fig. 3. Initial tangent modu1us VS. confining 
presaure and depth 

lines for the five points have the fo110wing 
equations. Non-reinforced sampIes: 

Er = 0,78 (j 3 + 10,8. 131 

reinforeed samp1ee: 

EN = 1,29 G 3 + 17.9, 141 
in which ET and Erf1re in MPa, end G'3 in kPa. 
The average value of the Poieson-ratio for 
non-reinforoed samples is ;UT = 0,28, while 
for the reinforced samples hl"N = 0,33. Fric
tion angle of both reinforeed and non-reinfor
ced sand was found to be ~T = ~N = 45 0• The 
equivalent depth of the minor prineipal stress 
was estimated from the wet density of the soil 
I Pn = 2,0 g/em31 end the earth pressure at 
rest IKo = 1 - sin ~ = 0,3/. 

II. Laboratory Model Foundation Tests 

To find out the optimal depth of NETLON-grid 
under a toundation some experiments were per
formed in ETI (l). The general metup in the 
experiments were similar to that in the tri
axial eompression tests. The model toundation 
of B = 18 em width was placed in a 3;2 x 3,2 x 
x 7,4 m box in which one or two NETLON sheets 
were embedded at 18, 36, 54 and 18 + 54 cm 
depth below the surface of the soil. Loads 
were applied and settlemente under a loading 
of p = 100 kPa are ßhown on the Fig. 4. in 
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Depth of reinforee layer Measured settlement Caleulated Diff. between ealoulated 
below the foundation level nun settlement and rneasured settlement 

om H 12 H 08 Average rnm % 

h1=/ B=/18 2,3 2,6 2,45 2,5 2 

h2=/2B=/36 1,6 1,6; 2,2 1,8 2,6 31 

h3=/3B=/54 1,7 1,7 1,7 2,7 37 

h1 = 18; h2 = 54 2,3 2,6 2,45 2,3 - 6 

Nonreinforeed 2,9;3,3;3,5 3,23 2,8 - 15 

Fig.4. Comparison of results of foundation model test with the ealculated values /p=loo kPa/ 

the seeond, third and fourth eolumns. 

Settlements were ealeulated as showed on Fig.5. 

Modulus EN on Fig.5/e. was measured in a triaxi
al cornpression test on a sampIe of 17 em height, 
whieh was reinforeed with a single H-ll NETLON
-dise aeroes its eentre. The EN vs. h relation
ship applies to the sarnple reinforeed at 17 cm 
spaeing of depth only. Thie is the reason why 

z is ealeulated for a soil thickness of 17 
cm height, too; i.e. the height of the sample 
predeterminee the thickness of the layer in 
the numerieal evaluation of Eqs. 1. and 2. 

The resulte are also shown on Fig.4., in column 
4. In the ease of nonreinforeed soil 2,8 nun 
settlement was calculated and 3.23 mm was mea
sured in the laboratory, which shows the reali
ty and aocuracy of the eomputation (15 % diffe
rence). Very good agreement was obtained with 
the NETLON grid at the depth of hl = B = 17 em; 
it cau be seen that the differenee between the 
ealculated end measured settlement is negligib
le. 

The diserepancy between measured and ealeulated 
settlements with reinforeement at depths of 
h2 ~ 2B ~ 36 em and h3 ~ 3B ~ 54 cm was not 
only larger by varying the bedding level within 
the range of B to 3B depth caused an altogether 
different behaviour: aecording to the experi
ments, increasing the bedding depth would yield 
a decrease in settlement, while the ealeula-
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tions show the opposite effect. In other worde 
the optimum bedding depth aeeording to the cal
culations based on elastie theory, differs sig
nifieantly from that obtained in the experi
ments. 

In the ease of doubl e-layer reinforeement the 
ealculated and measured settlement were in ve
ry good agreements with one another. (The cal
eulated settlement was less than the measured 
one by 6 %). A eomparision can also be made 
between the measured and ealculated "effiei
ency" of the reinforeement: 24 % decrease was 
obtained in the l aboratory tests and 11 % dee
re ase in the ealculations for hl = 18 cm /=B,'. 
Assuming t~e deerease of the settlement in the 
ease of the double-reinforeed system was better 
(18 %) than that of the two single reinforeed 
systems (h2 = 2B = 36 em; 30 %, h3 = JB = 54 
cm; 40 %). 

111. A Full-size Strip Footing 
The width and embedment of the footing are 
B = t = 1,00 m, and the load is p = 100 kN/m2• 
The subsoil and rein!oreement below the foot
ing are the same ae in the triaxial compressi
on tests. Reinforeement levels are hl = 17 cm, 
~ = 35 em and h3 = 52 em and the theoretical 
width of the reinforced layer is 50 em with 
its upper snd lower limits being at 10 em and 
60 cm depth, respectively. Distance between 

.the reinforcing levels is 17-17 cm, thue the 
"density" of reinforcement is the same as in 
the laboratory tests, so relationship there-
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Modulus of 

m 

\-

strain of 

\ Theoretical strain 
curve of a subsoil 
reinforced 
at 17cm spacing 

\ strain of subsoil without 
reinforcement 

Thick line is valid if the 
NETLONgrid is laid at 
the depth of 

z a. z b. z c. z d. 
Fig. 5. steps of settlement calculation for model test 

fore, between the initional tangent modulus 
and depth can be accepted as valid. 

Vertical and horizontal stresses along the axis 
of the foundation are shown on Fig.6. The ini
tial tangent modulus ranges within this zone 

trom ET = 10 ••• to ET = 18 ••• 45 ~rn/m2 for 
the subsoil reinforced by NETLON. In Fig.6/d. 
the strains (compression for unit thickness of 
soil layer) 'are illustrated·., It can be seen 
that the three reintorcement-levels are at the 
optimum depth according to the stress distri-

Initial tangent modulus 

{l' 

] 
....J 

l~ levels 

z/-- a. b. c. 

MPa 

Vertical strain E z 

2 3 

strain of nonreinforced 
subsoil 

thick line shows the vertical 
__ strain of subsoil r.einforced at 17, 

35 and 52cm depth below the 
founding level 

Fig. 6. steps of settlement calculation for a full-size foundation example 
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bution diagra.m. 

The results of the oaloulations are very en
oouraglng: a settlement of Ss = 5,8 mm and SR= 
4,5 mm was obtained for a non-reintoroed and 
reintoroed subsoil, respeotively, whioh me ans 
a 15 % (4s = 0,9 mm) improvement relative to 
the resUlt obtained for the non-reintoroed soil. 

IV. Summary 
In this study we were unable to oompare the oal
oulated settlements with the measured ones on 
a full-size footing, but the following impor
tant observations oan be made: 

1. Laboratory measurements oontirmed that rein
forcement, espeoially elastio non-woven geog
rids (NETLON), embedded into the subsoil below 
a foundation deoreases settlements. Although 
this faot has been established earlier by other 
researohers it oannot be overemphasized, beoau
se there are very few cases when reintoroement 
has been installed below footing for the purpo
se of settlement oontrol. 

2. Aseumlng a similar foundation arrangement 
(dimensions, properties of soil and reintorce
ment detailes) for a single reintorcing layer, 
about 5 % decrease of settlement can be expec
ted. It two or more reintoroing sheets are em
bedded belovi the foundation level, the improve
ment is raughly linear /i.e. in the case of 
three reintorcing layers about 15 % decrease 
of settlement can be expecte~. 

3. The physical properties of a reintorced soil 
element can be measured in the same way as of 
a non-reintorced soil. The triaxial oompression 
test presented before is a suitable tool to de
termine the st.ress-strain relationship or "elas
tic" properties of the reintorced 80il and to 
measure the decreased compresslbility of hori
zontally reinforoed soil. By the laboratory 
tests the effect of embedment depth can also be 
measured. 

4. The initial tangent modulus and Poisson-ra
tio for reintorced or non-reintoroed soils can 
be used in any settlement calculation. In this 
study a very simple example was presented pro-
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ving that 

- the settlement caloulation is ae accurate as 
in any other method baeed on the assumption of 
the theory of elasticity, 

- with this method the decrease of the settle
ment can be reasonably well approximated. 

The proposed method is suitable to calculate 
settlements using laboratory date.. Differences 
between the calculated and measured settlements 
oan be attributed to inaccuraciee of the basic 
assumptions: partly - e.g. linear stress-strain 
relationships for the soil, applicatlon ofaxi
simmetric laboratory (triaxialy) compression 
test to the plane-strain strip load etc., - and 
partly to differences between the tested and 
actual soil and plastic grid. While keeping 

there limitations in mind, the proposed method 
of calculation is suitable to predict settle
ments of foundations restlng on reinforced sub
soil. 
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